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Abstract
Optimizing business functions ensures corporate sustainability and competitiveness. Large multinationals
execute business operations based on business processes. Large multinationals are constantly seeking best
practice business process optimization measures towards enhancing and managing the execution of
business activities. This research develops a business process optimization modelling framework for
predicting and managing business functions. The framework is developed with considerations to
specifying business operations in a quantifiable and independent manner. This is based on Industry 4.0
business protocols which align with recent technological advances and smart-industry solutions. These
are inclusive of automation, simulation, integration, interconnectivity, interoperability, decentralization,
virtualisation, internet of things, cloud, cybersecurity, additive manufacturing, augmented reality, big
data, and analytics. The applicability of the proposed business process optimization modelling framework
is explicitly defined via an application scenario based on a specified set of business objective. Developed
business process optimization modelling framework is effective in scenario options decision making
based on business process impact variables. Results present core design and prioritization benchmarks
relative to business priorities. Adoption of industry 4.0 business protocols based on multi-criterion
decision-support paradigm is justified as an enhanced business-centric approach for corporate entities
relative to predicting the impact of change on the business.
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1. Introduction
Business processes represent an intricate landscape of enterprise operations essential to deliver on corporate
functionality. Business processes capture enterprise functionalities adding value by transforming corporate inputs
into productive outputs (Becker, et.al, 2013). Continuous industrial transformations result in the development of a
modern digital tool to bolster the management and efficiency of corporate functions. Developing these digital tools
results in a quantum leap in the execution of business processes and an unprecedented growth in productivity for
multinationals. This is based on the rapid implementation of smart-industry solutions throughout the business
processes. Several literature reports on the need for an optimal execution of business processes. An enhanced
optimization paradigm for predicting the imapct of change to automation of data information is developed.
Developing this modelling framework to accelerate the smart-industry solutions based on industry best practices
though compelling is achievable via the integration of industry 4.0 business enablement protocols. Business process
optimization modelling framework presents a structure for assessing business improvement opportunities inclusive
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of documentation, controlling, classifying, analysing and understanding of a corporate set of operations (Fielt, 2014
and Lambert & Davidson, 2013). Business process optimization modelling framework are analysis structure for
exploring corporate innovation and performance illustrating how and where business processes flow (Teece, 2010
and Al-Debei & Avison, 2010). A lot of research outcomes in design management develop a variety of business
process optimization modelling framework.
The business process optimization modelling framework varieties presents a challenge prior to designing and
selecting an ideal best practice benchmark optimization modelling constituent. The optimization protocols ought to
be effective for predicting, quantifying and ranking business processes based on unique business functionalities.
This research explores literature on best practice optimization modelling techniques. A business process
optimization modelling framework is developed and illustrated based on industry 4.0 enablement. The research
presents decision-support benchmarks for facilitating business process optimization tool selection and design based
on adoption of industry 4.0 protocols. This ensures and enhances corporate sustainability and competitiveness.
Corporate sustainability is described as the effective management of business functions inclusive of business
processes (Rauter, et.al, 2015). Corporate sustainability, a strategic and continuous improvement imperative is the
way to assess an enterprise current operation (Bonini & Bove, 2014). This business paradigm entails the application
of skills, knowledge, techniques, and toolsets to enterprise operations, services, and products (Pojasek, 2007).
Business sustainability is a means to achieve an organization’s vision and mission through the application of
corporate sustainable practices. The research commences by identifying and defining key industry 4.0 enablement
benchmarks for the facilitation, design and scenario option selection of business process optimization modelling
framework. The review of literature considers the integration of smart-industry solutions, IT theories and industry
best practices. This ensures for an optimal collaboration, modelling, quantification and real-time predictive
investigation of business processes.

1. Literature
A comprehensive literature review based on large multinationals adopting global best practice measures in the
optimization of business processes is presented. The development of a business process optimization modelling
framework based on industry 4.0 business protocols is proposed. The approach and critique are based on large
multinational execution, modelling and optimization of business processes. Developed business process
optimization modelling framework serves as an effective benchmark for facilitating a business specific business
process tool selection. A key to the proposed business process optimization modelling framework is the dynamic
and predictive nature. This addresses the challenges of constantly redesigning a business process optimization
modelling framework resulting from evolving business changes.

1.1. Applicability of current business process optimization modelling framework
Business process optimization modelling framework serves as a tool utilised by enterprise practitioners and
researchers to facilitate, review, and optimize business processes. The tool presents a benchmark for exploring the
interactions between business processes, business process variables and enterprise systems. Academic literature
presents a practically unlimited number of business process optimization modelling framework for exploring
business processes (Zott & Amit, 2013; Zott et al., 2011; Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Holzlwimmer Andrea, 2010).
Researchers stressed the enormous importance of business process optimization modelling framework and the
development across several disciplines. Current business process optimization modelling framework are available in
e-business, manufacturing, information systems, energy management, entrepreneurship, office management,
innovation, economics, and strategy. Most researchers focus attention on ontological structure, supply chain,
organizational, infrastructure & technology management, information flow architecture, revenue & marketing
strategy, corporate governance, product innovation, customer relationship, financial structure, corporate governance,
intranet/extranet capabilities, pricing model, revenue model, channel model, commerce process model and value
chain. Current business process optimization modelling framework presents a gap on the database of compositional
variables and criteria for quantification, predictive ability and virtualization of business processes. An enhanced and
sustainable business process optimization modelling framework is essential for understanding, integrating,
automating, quantifying, predicting and testing scenario option selection of business processes. The industry 4.0
enablement benchmark is effective in mitigating the limitations to applications of currently developed business
process optimization modelling framework.
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1.2. Industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework
Industry 4.0 business paradigm defines the current global best practice trend for integration, data exchange together
with automation of manufacturing and business technologies (RuBmann, et.al. 2015). This business trend considers
the effective automation and collaboration of corporate functions resulting to a “smart enterprise”. A benchmark for
integrating machinery, IT systems, data exchange, human resources, business processes along a centralized domain
is supported (Bider, & Jalali, 2016 and Çulha, & Doğru, 2014). These results in efficient interaction, analysis,
configuration, and prediction of each subset based on a standardized business protocol. Industry 4.0 business
paradigm is described as a digital industrial revolution for shaping the future of business units in a planned manner
(Narayanan, 2016 and Drath, 2014). The industry 4.0 enablement protocols are inclusive of the internet of things,
internet of people, internet of services, cyber-physical systems, and cloud computing. The cyber-physical systems in
the form of industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework based on this research, monitor
business processes and develop a virtual image of business functions supporting decentralized decisions. The
internet of things, internet of people, internet of services and cloud computing supports for interoperability of the
cyber-physical systems and human resources in real time.
Industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework views business functions, platform, product and
services in a holistic manner. This is inclusive of machinery, IT systems, data exchange, human resources, and
business processes. This improves the effectiveness together with increase the development and efficiencies of
corporate operations (Kagermann, et al., 2013). Industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework
supports simulation technique limiting the complexities of effectively prioritizing and quantifying business
processes. Industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework presents a more practical and enhanced
insights to (Medoh and Telukdarie, 2016). Developing an improved, continuous, dynamic, iterative, swift,
streamlined, transparent investigative framework of business operations. This framework test for scenario impacts of
selected benchmark constituents on business functions relative to business predictability, state, change, and maturity.
The industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework integrates a system of business processes
based on a sequence or variety of benchmark database. This results in a paradigm design for scenario option
prioritization, selection, testing and execution of business processes.
Variety of benchmark identifiers for unique subsets of the industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling
framework which serves as iteration and optimization constituents is considered. The performance benchmark
protocols which support business units in identifying together with implementing industry 4.0 business scenarios are
adapted from (Narayanan, 2016; Hermann, et.al. 2016; RuBmann, et.al. 2015). These are inclusive of “Integration”
(interoperability, interconnectivity, interdependencies), “Decentralisation”, “Virtualisation” and “Real-time
capabilities”. A synopsis of each benchmark protocol presented is detailed.
Integration
This benchmark protocol enables developed business process optimization modelling framework to effectively
communicate and connect. Business processes are integral in enabling the collaboration/integration of corporate
functions across business units. Medoh & Telukdarie explored performance constituents in the optimization of
business operations. These are inclusive of developing a database of business processes, business process variables,
business process modelling tools and business criteria indicators for quantitative purposes. Integration as an industry
4.0 business benchmark protocol seeks for the interoperability, interconnectivity, and interdependencies of detailed
database and performance constituents. This is considered and enabled prior to developing the business process
optimization modelling framework. Integration of business process enables enterprise practitioners and researchers
to be proactive towards guaranteeing efficient delivery of quality products and services, in a cost-effective and
timeous manner.
Decentralisation
Decentralisation describes the ability of the business process optimization modelling framework to make decisions
and execute business processes autonomously. Human assistance is only essential for critical failures and
exceptions. This industry 4.0 business protocol benchmark limits the intricate relationship which exists in the
execution of enterprise functions.
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Virtualisation
These describe the ability of the business process optimization modelling framework to serve as a virtual copy of
business functions together with forecast future via past data and simulations.
Real-time Capability
Real-time capability enables real-time status of business processes via tracking and efficient analysis for any
seasonal or future fluctuations or failures.
Detailed industry 4.0 benchmark protocols are highly considered prior to developing a business process optimization
modelling framework. This facilitates for a common sustainable, communication and information real-time
predictive investigation of business processes. A hierarchal comparison between proposed and current business
process optimization modelling framework based on a multi-objective criteria methodology is presented in later
sections of this research. An application scenario presenting the relationship between industry 4.0 business protocols
for virtualization, prioritization, and selection is also illustrated. A distinction between current and proposed
business process optimisation modelling framework is presented in Table 1. The distinctions detailed is based on the
identified industry 4.0 benchmark capabilities collected from literature relative to traditional business process
optimization modelling framework.
Table 1. Traditional and industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework
TRADITIONAL ENABLEMENT
INDUSTRY 4.0 ENABLEMENT
Unpredictable, high data and time Predictable, minimum modelling time with capabilities to manage risk,
intensive with minimal or no capabilities effective data integration is facilitated (Hermann, et.al. 2016; Narayanan,
to manage risk.
2016; RuBmann, et.al. 2015).

System thinking framework of database
and performance benchmarks not
considered prior to investigation.

System thinking of collaborated database (business process, variables,
tools) and performance benchmarks is considered prior to investigation.
This enables cross-functionality and interoperability (Hermann, et.al.
2016; Narayanan, 2016; RuBmann, et.al. 2015).

Framework
for
scenario
option
prioritization and selection not enabled.

Framework for scenario option prioritization and selection is enabled
(Hermann, et.al. 2016; Narayanan, 2016; RuBmann, et.al. 2015).

High technical expertise is required to
explore the business process optimization
modelling framework.

Easy user involvement when exploring the business process optimization
modelling framework (Hermann, et.al. 2016; Narayanan, 2016; RuBmann,
et.al. 2015).

Current business process modelling
framework are linear, and facilitation of
business processes is complicated.

Process-centric business process optimization modelling framework
supporting transparency of the evaluation process. Nonlinear Model
(Generic, Dynamic & Flexibility). The model can be adjusted based on
distinct enterprise objective and functionalities (Hermann, et.al. 2016;
Narayanan, 2016; RuBmann, et.al. 2015).

2. Methodology
Business units should be flexible in adapting new emerging technologies and protocols with accelerated global
adoption. Based on industry 4.0 benchmark protocols detailed, a conceptualised business process optimization
modelling framework is developed. Key value considerations, constituents together with best practice enablement in
developing proposed business process optimization modelling framework is presented in Figure 1. Detailed sets of
databases in the form of inputs and outputs together with best practice experimental methodologies are considered,
configured and explored. This is without transgressing on global best practice constraints. Key value adds to the
conceptualised business process optimization modelling framework in this research is the integration and
enablement of industry 4.0 business benchmark protocols. A scenario option predictive enablement, prioritization,
selection, testing and execution of business processes is considered.
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Figure 1. Conceptualised Industry 4.0 Business Process optimization modelling framework
The research methodologies are inclusive of systems thinking paradigm, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP),
factorial techniques together with modelling and simulation methodologies. A unified database of business
processes, business process variables, and business process modelling tools are considered. The unified design and
classification methodology supports the detailed industry 4.0 benchmark protocols. This enables for scenario option
prediction, integration, prioritization, selection, and execution of complex business processes. A framework for
simulation test case scenarios with business process variables and multi-criteria benchmarks essential for corporate
sustainability is supported (Kristof & Stefanie, 2017 and Medoh & Telukdarie, 2016). This facilitates and mitigates
complex interactions between business processes. An elaborative of the inputs for selection together with best
practice methodologies detailed in Figure 1 is presented.

3.1. Inputs for selection
The research explores four inputs for selection which includes business process database, business process variable
database, business process modelling tool database and business process criteria database. A synopsis of each input
for selection is presented.
Business process database
Selecting business processes specific to the unique business objective is the first input for selection exploring the
industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework. This research recommends for the development of
a comprehensive database of business processes across enterprise functional levels. Detailed list and justification of
each functional level collected from (APQC, 2015) literature is presented in (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2016). The
functional levels include level 0 (business area), level 1 (process group), level 2 (business process) and level 3
(process variant).
This research also recommends highlighting and integrating each business process step with a unique automation
system Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Manufacturing Execution System (MES) and Plant Control (PC)
identifier. These identifiers segregates business process steps executed as top floor systems (Planning), Factory floor
systems (execution) and plant floor (control). An elaborative of each automation system is detailed in Medoh &
Telukdarie, 2016). The collaborative automation system connects top floor and plant floor events in real-time with
business functions, optimizing business delivery. Integration and real-time predictability is a benchmark protocol for
industry 4.0 business enablement. These automation systems work concurrently towards the effective merging of
“top floor to shop floor” business processes, enabling optimal utilization of enterprise functions in any business unit.
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Business process modelling tool database
Selecting a business process optimization modelling tool for introducing and developing business processes is an
input for selection in the modelling framework. International Standard Organisation (ISO) certifies the Business
Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) tools as efficient for introducing and developing business process optimization
modelling framework. This research explores the BPMN compliance tools as detailed in the BPMN web page as
baseline modelling tools for developing business process modelling tool database for this research. BPMN tools are
integrated with numerous modelling languages defining a sequence of interactions together with functionalities of
business processes. Each BPMN tool developed by the distinct vendor is unique relative to set business-specific
criterion. Designing, prioritizing and selecting the most appropriate BPMN tool is essential for either the success or
failure of modelling activities. Brief introduction of some of the most frequently utilised BPMN tool currently
dominating the expanding market is detailed by (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2017; Murali, 2013; Islay, et.al. 2007). The
BPMN tools are inclusive of System Architect, Enterprise Architect, Casewise Corporate Modeler Suite, ARIS
Business Architect, Holocentric Modeler, Metastorm Provision BPA, iGrafx Process, Savvion Process Modeler,
Mega Modelling Suite, Lombardi Blueprint, Microsoft Visio, Process Maker, Visual Paradigm, Mavim, Lucidchart,
Bonitasoft, Adonis, Accuprocess and Bizagi.
Business process variable database
Numerous business process variables that enable industry 4.0 business process optimization modelling framework
from a quantification basis exists. The business process variable database serves as an input of selection and
contains an extensive list of business process variables as collected from literature. Definition and justification of
each business process variables in the database with supporting references are detailed (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2017
and Medoh & Telukdarie, 2016). These business process variables though comprehensive can be extended to future
research and are inclusive of: Human resource resolution time, Escalation Rate (ER), System maturity index,
Business state index, System resolution time, Critical factor, Cost, Value Chain Design, Operational Tracking,
Completeness of processes, Integration, Data/inventory, Automation, Efficiency/Energy, Skills, Environmental
technologies, Standard and Non- standard, Change. Distinct business process variable in the database has a
significant impact on the execution of business processes. Each business process variable is expected to have a
unique set of identifiers. This is explained in detail in (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2016). Escalation rate business process
variable in the database as an illustrative example of the structure of the business process variable unique set of
identifiers is segregated into “Manual-tier 1 ER”, “Auto-tier 1 ER”, Manual-tier 2 ER” and “Auto-tier 2 ER”. These
identifiers aligned with simulated high and low level numeric data is utilised for quantification purposes as
demonstrated in (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2016).
Business criteria database
Business criteria database serves as an input for selection based on industry 4.0 business process optimization
enablement. The business criteria database serves as benchmarks for quantification and prioritization of other input
parameters. The business criteria are collected based on the quantification of business process optimization
modelling, business process variables and business process modelling tools. An application scenario relative to
quantifying business process variables and business process modelling tools based on selected business criteria from
a business criteria database is presented in (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2017). The literature presented a comprehensive
list of business criteria relative to quantifying business process variables and modelling tools.

3.2. Best practice methodology
The best practice methodologies are inclusive of systems thinking paradigm, AHP, factorial techniques, modelling
and simulation. An elaborative of each methodology is presented.
Systems thinking paradigm
Current business process optimization modelling framework focuses on business processes occurring and being
executed at distinct functional level. The design investigates business activities at each functional level as a separate
entity without considerations to the collaboration of business functions. Due to the complexity and diversity of
enterprise functions, a business process optimization modelling framework which presents a system or collaborative
perspective and database of corporate functions is suggested. The systems thinking paradigm presents a holistic
view and defines leverage points between collaborated business functions (Souvairan, 2014). This results in a
framework for large multinationals to explore all facets of business functions (Mcintyre, 2009). The integration,
interconnectivity, interoperability, decentralisation, virtualisation and interdependencies of business functions as a
unit is considered in the systems thinking paradigm. This aligns with key benchmark protocols of the industry 4.0
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business enablement and applicability. Gove & Uzdzinski affirmed no singular integrated paradigm is established in
exploring business optimization from design and deployment to operational utilization. This presents a limitation,
hence system thinking paradigm serves as an essential tool for exploring business functions of large multinationals
as a unit. The unification of business functions enables a system for optimal exchange of workflows, information
and communication protocols (Richmond & Peterson, 2001). This research aligns with the systems thinking
concepts in the development of an integrated business process optimization modelling framework.
Analytic hierarchy process
The analytic hierarchy process is a multi-criteria decision-making tool for facilitating operationalisation and
converting qualitative data to quantitative scales (Coyle, 2004). The AHP paradigm serves as a pre-decision-making
methodology or decision support tool for arranging the constituents of a problem into a hierarchic order (Saaty, 2009
and Teknomo, 2006). This approach developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970’s is described by (Vargas-Ricardo,
2010) as a mathematical model supporting decision theory for modelling and decomposing an unstructured problem
into smaller and smaller constituent parts. A framework guiding decision makers through a sequence of “pair-wise”
comparison judgments is developed (Teknomo, 2006). The judgments are translated into numbers, expressing the
relative strength or intensity of the importance of each element in the hierarchy. The framework is adopted in
determining the best of numerous alternatives, allocating resources and setting priorities (Coyle, 2004). This
research explores numerous business process variables, business process optimization models, and business process
modelling tool alternatives. Hence, AHP as a methodological approach is adopted as a research tool for selection,
prioritization, ranking and decision making. An application scenario of Adopting AHP techniques for selection,
ranking and decision making is presented in later sections of this research.
Factorial techniques
Factorial techniques present a standard statistical framework for exploring business process variable alternatives.
This is a limitation highlighted in (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2016). The factorial technique is proposed as an
improvement to mitigate the limitation. An ideal factorial model integrates business process variable alternatives,
main effects, and interactions. A framework for predicting the impacts of each business process variable alternative
on business processes is developed. Factorial techniques support modelling and simulation scenarios. The response
to the factorial methodologies is obtained via an effective simulation and modelling business process tool. This is
based on independent and interaction selections of business process variables. Future research considers exploring
the detailed list of business process variables alternatives to develop a factorial model design. This presents an
optimized ranking of business process variable alternatives in the business process variable database.
Modelling and simulation
Simulation and modelling tools and procedures have a positive influence on business functions (Karnon, et.al.,
2012). Malamura and Murata described simulation and modelling tool as one most globally adopted operations
research process tool and techniques for optimization activities. Lättilä affirmed simulation tool comes handy when
developing refined tools in optimization and decision support systems. This tool identifies process deficiencies and
functions adopting mathematical rules together with languages in representing real-world contexts (Grigoryev,
2015). Modelling and simulation actions investigate for optimal networking decisions. Simulation scenarios are
developed resulting in output responses based on settings of the input variables. A framework for extensive, tactical
and strategic observations together with in-depth statistics of the simulated system is developed. The observations
enable effective estimation for selection, prioritisation and decision making. Simulation and modelling paradigm
enables visualizing logic, impacts, and challenges of business functions (Podnar & Mikac, 2001). Business process
variables are adjusted testing for optimized scenarios. This results in optimal scenarios relative to minimizing cost
resources, maximizing efficiency, minimizing turnaround time and minimizing human resources delays. These
optimal scenarios are key objectives of this research. Simulation and modelling techniques and tool is thus adopted
as an essential methodology for this research.

4. Results and Analysis
This subsection presents two application scenarios. The first scenario illustrates the application of AHP
methodology in quantifying and ranking selected traditional and industry 4.0 business process optimization
modelling framework. The second scenario presents detailed classification steps in exploring the industry 4.0
business process optimization modelling framework.
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4.1. Application scenario 1
This research aligns with the applications and steps of AHP detailed by (Vargas-Ricardo, 2010 and Haas, 2005) to
present an application scenario of AHP.
Assumptions:
A business unit ranks selected traditional and industry 4.0 Business Process Optimization Model (IBPOM)
framework based on industry 4.0 benchmarks enablement detailed in previous sections of this research. Two
traditional business process optimization modelling frameworks frequently utilised (Holzlwimmer, 2010) is selected
and compared against proposed best practice IBPOM. A synopsis of the two-selected traditional business process
optimization model selected is presented.
Supply-Chain Operations Reference-model
Supply-Chain Operations Reference model (SCOR) illustrates enterprise functions focusing on satisfying clients
demands. SCOR model considers material-based processes most often referred as the functional levels of a business
unit. SCOR attributes include but not limited to analysing the current state of enterprise goals and processes,
comparing benchmark data to corporate performance, and quantifying operational performance (Holzlwimmer,
2010). SCOR is however deficient in quantifying the true impacts of certain corporate variables on business
processes.
Porter's Value Chain Model
Porter's Value Chain Model (PVCM) is a model designed for value flows. Value flows systematically details all
strategic operations together with classifying enterprise data into primary and supporting (secondary) architecture in
an enterprise (Holzlwimmer, 2010). Porter’s value chain model is deficient in presenting an integrated material flow
of business processes and quantifying operational performance.
Step 1: Define the objective
Arrange selected business process optimization model in order of priority.
Step 2: Structure a hierarchy
This is achieved by constructing a hierarchal layout of objective (business process optimization model), business
process model alternatives together with benchmark criteria. The business process model alternatives are IBPOM,
SCOR and PVCM while the criteria are integration, real-time capability, decentralization and virtualization.
Step 3: Construct a pairwise comparison
Compare distinct criteria level relative to the objective as presented in Table 2.
Scenario options
The researchers assume the following measurable scale for distinct criteria relative to business process optimization
models.
• Integration is strongly more important than real-time capability, hence assigned a value of 5. The reverse
comparison from real-time capability to integration results to a reciprocal of the main comparison, hence
assigned a value of 1/5.
• Would select a business process optimization model with good integration and virtualization capabilities.
There is a compromise between both criteria. Hence a value of 4 and 1/4 is assigned.
• Would select a business process optimization model with efficient integration and decentralization capabilities.
There is a compromise between both criteria. Hence a value of 2 and 1/2 is assigned.
• Criteria are of equal importance when compared to itself, hence assign a value of 1. Therefore, the main
diagonal in an AHP matrix must be equal to 1.

CRITERIA
Integration

Table 2. Pairwise comparison for criteria
Integration Real Time capability Decentralization
1
5
2

Virtualization
4

Real-time capability
Decentralization

1/5
1/2

1
2

1/2
1

1/2
2

Virtualization

1/4

2

1/2

1

Step 4: Determine the weights of the detailed criteria
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This is determined by normalising the measurable scales for each criterion. Normalising measurable scale for
integration criterion to present a case we have: Normalised weight = 1 / (1 + 1/5 + 1/2 + 1/4) = 0.5130. Criteria
weight is calculated: (0.5130 + 0.5000 + 0.5000 + 0.5330 + 0.5120) / (4) = 0.5120. The weights for other criteria
calculated following same process are “Real time capability = 0.0990”, “Decentralization = 0.2430” and
“Virtualization = 0.1470”.
Step 5: Repeat step 3 & 4 to determine weights for each alternative business process optimization model
alternative
Same process as presented in steps 3 & 4 above is repeated to determine the measurable scale and weight of each
business process optimization model alternatives on a distinct criterion. Integration criterion is calculated to present
an illustration as presented in Table 3. Criteria weights for real-time capability, decentralization and virtualization is
calculated following the same process.
Table 3. Normalised value and criteria weights (Integration)
SCOR
IBPOM
PVCM
INTEGRATION
Weights

SCOR
IBPOM

0.5710
0.2860

0.5710
0.2860

0.5710
0.2860

0.5710
0.2860

PVCM

0.1430

0.1430

0.1430

0.1430

Step 6: Check for consistency ratio
This step checks for consistency index of comparison. This is calculated by determining the product of the pairwise
comparison of criteria matrix together with the vector of priority. The largest eigenvalue as calculated:
(2.0770/0.5120 + 0.3960/0.0990 + 0.9890/0.2430 + 0.5930/0.1470) / 4 = 4.0480. The Comparison Index (C.I) is
calculated: (4.0480 – 4) / (4 - 1) = 0.0160. The value computed from the Consistency Index (C.I.) is then compared
with Random Index (R.I) values. Satty & Kearns in an earlier publication presented consistency check R.I values.
C.R. = C.I. /R.I. = 0.0160/0.9 = 0.02 = 2% < 10%. As detailed by Satty & Kearns: C.I ratio R.I < 10% (acceptable
matrix). Aligning with results presented above, C.R. = 2% < 10%. Therefore, the comparison is consistent and
developed matrix is acceptable.
Step 7: Determine overall weights
Computed criteria weights from distinct normalised matrix is collected and multiplied by the alternative criteria
weights. SCOR is calculated to present a case to obtain overall weight. SCOR = 0.5710 (0.5120) + 0.1630 (0.0990)
+ 0.0880 (0.2430) + 0.0820 (0.1470) = 0.3420. The overall criteria weights for other business process optimization
model alternatives is calculated following same process. The overall criteria weights obtained as calculated is:
“Supply-Chain Operations Reference model (SCOR) = 0.3420”, “Industry 4.0 business process model (IBPOM) =
0.4090” and “Porter's Value Chain Model (PVCM) = 0.2500”. Results are illustrated in Figure 2 below. As an
illustrative example of the prioritization process via AHP methodology, the industry 4.0 business process
optimization model is a high priority business process optimization model.

Figure 2. Business process optimization model hierarchy
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The results show that industry 4.0 business process optimization model optimally aligns with benchmark criteria
identified and ought to be considered when developing business process optimization modelling framework. Criteria
weights show significant percentage differences of 41% for industry 4.0 business process optimization model, 34%
for supply chain operations reference model and 25% for Porter's value chain model in the priority scales. The AHP
methodology is recommended for large multinationals in ranking fewer number of variable alternatives. A similar
prioritization application scenario via AHP is adopted for business units facilitating optimum business process
variable alternatives and business process modelling tool selection from the database.

4.2. Application scenario 2
Application scenario 2 presents classification steps in exploring the integrated industry 4.0 business process
optimization modelling framework. Synopsis of the classification steps is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Classification steps for industry 4.0 business process modelling framework
An explorative of each classification step is detailed. The logistics business area is selected from the business
process database towards demonstrating the structure of the industry 4.0 business process optimization model
framework. The Microsoft Visio business process modelling tool is utilised for introducing and developing a
repository database of business processes as a result of its simplicity and cost-effectiveness in modelling business
processes (Medoh & Telukdarie, 2016).
Step 1: Outline the purpose of the business process optimization model
The first step is the selection of the business area “logistics” for evaluation from the business process model user
interface. The user interface is enabled with an option for user selection which populates a list of options enabling
the user to select the business area under investigation. Selecting logistics business area satisfies the level 0
(business area) functional level.
Step 2: Select the process group of the model
Based on the logistics business area selected, this research selects the “outbound logistics” business function from
an enabled user interface option to present an application case. Selecting outbound logistics process group satisfies
the level 1 (process group) functional level.
Step 3: Select a business process that delivers essential functions of the model
Select business processes from an enabled user interface option that delivers essential functions of the business
process model. Based on logistics business area and outbound logistics process group selected in previous steps, the
“goods receiving” business process is selected to present an application case. Selecting the goods receiving business
process satisfies the level 2 (business process) functional level.
Step 4: Select a process variant that delivers essential functions of the model
This step selects the process variant of the business process selected in previous step from the business process
database. The database is a user interface with option for user selection which populates a list of options enabling
the user to select the business process under investigation. Once a business process is selected, a Microsoft Visio
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document is opened presenting the business process under investigation. An option for review, modify or accept and
continue is enabled in the document specific to distinct business functionalities. Selecting the process variant
satisfies the level 3 (process variant) functional level. This research selects “transportation incident request” to
present an application case as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Logistics business process database
Step 5: Select business process variables that deliver essential functions of the model
Selects business process variables from the business process variable database based on specific business
functionalities. Factorial or AHP methodologies is employed for ranking business process variable alternatives.
Step 6: Select unique identifiers that enable the model on a virtualization basis
Business process variables are imperative on a set of performance identifier. An example of unique identifiers for
escalation rate business process variable is detailed in previous section of this research. The unique identifiers enable
the business process model on a virtualization and quantification basis testing for impacts of each business process
variable alternative on corporate change.
Step 7: Select best practice benchmarks to operationalize the model
This research adopts the simulation methodologies as a benchmark operationalisation technique. A business process
modelling tool with simulation capabilities is selected from an enabled user interface business process modelling
tool option database to optimally investigate the interactions and effects of the business variable alternatives on
selected business processes.

Conclusion
Business processes are a major subset of enterprise operations. This has resulted in corporate entities focusing on the
efficient optimization of business processes. Business process modelling is a global tool for business process
optimization, evaluation, and sustainability. Large multinationals employ a variety of approaches and drivers
necessary to develop an efficient business process optimization model. This research proposed a decision-support
modelling framework based on industry 4.0 enablement as an enhancement to traditional business process modelling
optimization techniques. The framework presents a flexible and enhanced analytical method for comparison,
prioritization, and scenario option selections. An application scenario based on benchmark identifiers for review,
iteration and optimization are presented. The predictive ability of the industry 4.0 business process optimization
modelling framework is a key research contribution, presenting a tool for efficiently selecting scenario options based
on business process execution and optimization. The framework allows enterprise practitioners efficiently manage
risks, reduce business process execution time based on unique business objectives. Best practice benchmark
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approaches collected from literature to operationalise the industry 4.0 business process optimization framework is
considered. Future research can be practical on-site application of the developed business process optimization
modelling framework specific to a business sector.
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